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Cover Story
In January IDSME had a stand at the
London Model Engineering Exhibition
at Alexandra Palace. The photo on the
front cover shows the chassis of
Graham Findlater’s 3½ inch gauge
Britannia. The upper photograph on the
inside front cover shows a general view
of the IDSME stand. The lower
photograph shows part of the N gauge
layout exhibited on our stand by
Michael Proudfoot. This kept younger
visitors to the show enthralled. On
these pages are further views of parts of
our stand.
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Chairman's Chat

I am hoping we are well into our summer
running season as you read this. The
winter months were quite kind to us
this year and we were able to make
good progress with three of our club
‘infrastructure’ projects. The
decision to rebuild the compressor
shed will mean some additional
storage space, as well as
providing further aesthetic
improvements to our buildings.
This is nearing completion and

we are ready to relocate oils and paints to their new home.
The second project that has begun to take shape is the re-signalling
works. Good weather allowed the major digging and concrete works
between Khazi Junction and the station with no effect on our public
running. New signalbox diagrams have been completed with, I
suspect, much late-night soldering by our master signaller. This
project will run for many months yet, but a great start has been made.
Finally, the kitchen refurbishment has now been substantially
completed in the closed season, with just a few minor details to be
finished.
After a successful winter evening programme organised by our Hon.
Programme Secretary we are now well into the summer Friday
evenings. Whilst there is no organised programme for these evenings,
the club is open for all forms of activity. Whether you want to come
along and practice your horticultural skills or even indulge in some
actual engineering activities we will be making a point of opening up
the site from six thirty or earlier if there is a demand. It is also an
opportunity to catch up on some of those minor maintenance tasks
that are always required. Let’s make the most of the lighter evenings!
As said many times before – the facilities at IDSME are first class, so
let’s use them.

Bob Proudfoot
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Colin Reid
Sadly, in January we lost one of our most colourful of club members,
when Colin lost his long battle with cancer. Colin was a club member
for approaching fifteen years and was a regular contributor to the
winter programme. We were treated to a fascinating array of talks
covering many aspects of his career as well as insights into the
locations he had lived in. There are few club members who could make
the history of the ISO shipping container interesting, but Colin did so.
Although not a modeller, he loved nothing more than to be a part of
I&DSME. Running Days would usually find Colin operating the
turntable or often resident in Khazi Junction Signalbox, where he
enjoyed a rare moment of power dispatching trains along random
routes, usually to the surprise of those drivers who were actually
paying attention to the signals.
As his health deteriorated, he decided to move away from Ickenham to
be nearer his son who lived in Nottingham. It was with this move in
mind that he asked that the club dispose of his extensive railwayana
collection with any proceeds being used for the benefit of the society.
Given Colin’s other talent, that of
brewing tea for those of us with iron
constitutions, his alternative home
fell under the spotlight and the
decision was made to put his
generous donation towards the
cost of refurbishing the club
kitchen. This work has now
been completed and the
updated Ickenham St
Giles Station Buffet
remains as our tribute to
a true ‘geordie’ friend.

“canny good bye
aad friend”

Colin Reid
1943 – 2019
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Ashpan Notebook
Ashpan 118 & 119
Thank you to those who have submitted contributions for inclusion in
this issue of Ashpan. The next issue of Ashpan, number 119, due to be
published in August and so any contributions should be with the editor
by late July. The editor's contact details can be found on the inside front
cover.

Subscription Renewals
Membership subscriptions for 2019/20 fell due at the beginning of April.
The full membership subscription this year is £40, while junior
membership is £10. If you haven't already paid, the treasurer will be
delighted to receive your subscription sooner rather than later. If you
can't get down to the club to see him in person then you can either pay
by electronic transfer into the club account (at Barclays, Sort Code
20-73-53, Account No. 30548782, your name will serve as the transaction
reference) or by sending a cheque (made payable to IDSME) to Graham
Findlater, 6 Arundel Road, Sands, High Wycombe, Bucks HP12 4NE.

Members’ Running Day – Saturday 27th July 2019
A members’ running day is planned for Saturday 27th July 2019.
Friends and family are welcome. This members’ running day is being
held to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the completion of the original
circuit of our ground level track. It was in July 1969 that construction of
the first section of our ground level track had advanced to a sufficient
extent that it was finally possible for a train to complete a full circuit of
the track. The official opening of the track took place a couple of months
later, at the end of September 1969. There is an aspiration to hold a
barbecue later in the day if sufficient people show an interest. If you
wish to partake please let Bob Proudfoot know, along with an idea of
numbers.

Model Railway Exhibition – Saturday 19th October 2019
The Model Railway Group is organising another model railway
exhibition in the village hall on Saturday 19th October 2019. More
details will become available later in the year. It is worth noting that
this year sees the 70th anniversary of IDSME’s very first public
exhibition, which was also held in the village hall.
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Model Railway Under Construction
Elsewhere in this issue Graeme Vickery describes progress on his model
of Marlow station, but his is not the only layout where progress is being
made. Schwungischerplatz, the N gauge layout based on modern
German railways is having a makeover. This is a layout which grew like
Topsy. It started life on a single 6-foot by slightly less than 2-foot second-
hand baseboard. A second 6-foot by exactly 2-foot board was soon added
to double the size of the layout, and over the years various features have
been added or removed or replaced or upgraded. But that slight
mismatch in the dimensions of the baseboards has always resulted in an
awkward joggle in the middle of the layout where the boards meet.
Finally, this year the decision has been taken to completely rebuild the
original end of the layout on a brand-new baseboard that matches the
other remaining baseboard. One advantage of starting again is that all
the less than ideal features of the layout, which arose because of the
unplanned development of the original boards, can be eliminated. For
example, the tramway, which was a later addition to the original board,
can now be incorporated from the outset, and this has meant that it has
become possible to make the tram line a continuous loop, instead of the
previous end to end arrangement.

Winter Programme
The end of March saw the conclusion of another successful programme of
winter talks arranged by Malcolm Parsons. He has now been persuaded
(we’re not sure how) to organise next winter’s programme, and he is
currently seeking ideas on what form this programme should take. He
writes:
Are you expecting the IDSME Friday evening Winter Programme to start
in October?
I would be grateful if ALL members would consider what they would
want from the Friday Programme even if they cannot contribute or attend
themselves. I sympathise with and fully understand the various reasons
for non-participants, although where possible attending, taking part in
one way or another or contributing in some form are the preferred
options!
If you do want a Winter Programme, please let me know by Saturday 6th
July.

Malcolm Parsons
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Over the winter months
several significant projects
have moved forward.

Kitchen
At the end of December work started on refurbishing the clubhouse
kitchen. Although some minor changes had occurred over the years (such
as a new counter top), the kitchen has been largely unchanged since the
clubhouse extension was built nearly thirty-five years ago. The arrival of
natural daylight in the kitchen, via the newly created window, had really
shown how tired the kitchen had become.

Work began with the easy part, namely ripping out all the existing
fixtures and fittings to leave a bare shell.
Work then moved on to tiling the floor, papering the walls and fitting
new lights (sunglasses should in future be worn in the kitchen at all
times).
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The new kitchen
cabinets, the sink unit
etc arrived and were
stored under cover on
the station platform
until required. As
these were fitted in
place the new kitchen
began to take shape,
although much head
scratching was
involved in working
out how it all went
together. There was
plenty of unsolicited
advice from interested
observers.
Much of the work has
been carried out by
Bob Proudfoot,
Graham Findlater and
Peter Fitch, with
occasional assistance
from others.
At the time of writing
work is not yet
complete but was
sufficiently far
advanced so as to
allow the kitchen to be
used on the first public
running day in April.
As an extension to the
project the clubhouse
hallway is also being
redecorated, and this
work is also still
ongoing at the time of
writing.
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Much of the kitchen
refurbishment was funded
by a very generous donation
by Colin Reid, who sadly
died in January, and thus
will never see the finished
result.

Compressor Room
Work has been continuing
on the project to properly
integrate the compressor
shed into the workshop
extension structure. It will
be recalled from the last
issue of Ashpan that the
shed which previously
housed the compressor had
been demolished and work
had begun on constructing
the walls up to the level of
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the roof of the workshop extension which had been carried over the
original compressor shed in order to form an open covered storage area
between the compressor shed and workshop extension. Those walls are
now structurally complete, and it only now needs a door to be fitted.
Work will soon move onto interior fittings such as lights. Peter
Pardington has been leading this project, ably assisted by Peter Fitch.
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Conduit System
As a first stage in the
proposed scheme to
provide a new
signalling system for
the railway a
significant new section
of underground conduit
for carrying cables has
been added. For many
years IDSME has had
an underground
conduit system
alongside most of the
track which conveys
air supplies and cables
for the existing
signalling system, as well as power supplies to various locations such as
the Booking Office. One significant omission from the track side conduit
system was the section of line from Khazi Junction up to the station. This
‘gap’ in the system meant that any cable to be routed from Khazi
Junction to the station had to go via Marsh Junction rather than direct.
This also happens to be via the most congested part of the existing
conduit system. This routing was not a particular issue with the existing
signalling system, as all track side signalling equipment is wired back to
a central relay box at Marsh Junction anyway, and there are therefore no
cables that need to go direct from Khazi Junction to the station. The new
signalling system will be different as it is intended to have a number of
relay boxes at strategic locations around the track (including the station
and Khazi Junction), and the cables linking these boxes should ideally
follow the most direct route. The work this winter has addressed this
‘gap’ in the conduit system.
Holes began appearing before the last running day of 2018, with a trench
being cut across the concrete footpath outside the clubhouse during the
closed season. At the time of writing work is still ongoing, with
construction of the access chambers at the station end nearing
completion. The Khazi Junction has further to go before being complete.
John Wilcox and John Browning have been the principle people involved
in this project, although since they rarely seemed to be on site at the
same time, it is not clear how project co-ordination was achieved.
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Marlow Goods Shed and Station Building
By Graeme Vickery

Many of you will have been following progress on my Marlow model
railway layout on the IDSME Message Board, and also through my
annual updates as part of the Model Railway Group Friday night talks,
but it is a while since I have done anything for Ashpan. What follows is
an impromptu article that arose as a consequence of my bringing the
part-built station building down during the May running day to show
Malcolm. Patrick wandered into the clubhouse, inevitably with his
camera, and took a few shots for Ashpan and I agreed to pen a few
accompanying words. We took a few shots of the goods shed too.
The two buildings are both scratch built (as indeed all the buildings on
the layout will be with the exception of the signal box, which has been
constructed from a modified etched brass kit). However, the two
buildings use very different forms of construction.

Marlow in 1956 showing the station building and the goods shed beyond.
The right-hand end of the station building is a later extension and appears,
from ground-level to be flat-roofed.
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The Goods Shed

Unlike the station building and engine shed, I do not have any scale
drawings of the goods shed that existed at Marlow, and so have had to
rely on photographs and large-scale maps to estimate dimensions. I
spent several hours last year counting brick courses in the photographs
to estimate the various heights. Once done I visited the still extant
Bourne End goods shed, which is now an auction house, as a sanity check
to ensure that what I thought the dimensions were compared favourably
to a local prototype. Finally, I built a quick cardboard a mock-up, to my
calculated scale dimensions, to check that a model of that size looked
about right.
The basic shell of the goods shed is constructed from 3mm thick
foamboard, laminated on both sides by Slaters brick embossed
plastikard. It is glued together using Evo-stik impact adhesive.
Unfortunately, the glue reacts with the foamboard, so to overcome that,
all the cut edges of the foamboard were covered by masking tape before
gluing. The roof is formed from plywood. This has the advantage of
being thinner that foamboard and is less prone to warping than a sheet
of plastikard would have been. I bevelled the bottom edge of the roof at
an angle to ensure the guttering sits just underneath the slates. The
guttering is made with half round Plastistruct with a thin strip of
masking tape at intervals to represent the joints. I have not added
downpipes yet, but they will be formed from 1mm brass rod, again with
thin strips of masking tape combined with thin sliver of plastikard used
to form the brackets.
I am fortunate to have a friend with a laser cutter who made the doors,
windows and strips of slates glued to the plywood roof. The interior
platform again is foamboard with a quality thin card/thick paper glued to
the surface to represent the wooden floor. The card has sufficient texture
to represent the grain of the wood. It is painted brown with planks
marked in pencil. The various boxes, sacks etc are all proprietary items
suitably painted . The road trailer is an Oxford Diecast model kindly
donated to the project by Malcolm, with the gloss finish suitably toned
down and a payload added.
I have been working on the model on the Monday evening Model Railway
Group meetings since January 2018 and it is still not quite complete. I
will install some lighting which is why only half the roof is currently
glued on. At this stage I do not intend to attach the down pipes until the
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building is ready to be installed on the layout since they will be
vulnerable to damage.
The goods shed really has been something of a labour of love over the
past sixteen months.

Above: The goods shed interior.
Below: The cardboard mock-up and finished model side by side.
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The Station Building

Perhaps not surprisingly there are far more photographs of the prototype
and I am fortunate that the Wild Swan book on the Marlow Branch also
includes detailed drawings. To construct the building from plastikard
would have been a major challenge. It is quite a complex construction
comprising the main building housing the booking office, waiting room
and ladies toilets and an extension with what appears from all the
pictures to have a flat roof. In reality it is partly a shallow pitched roof
with a flat roof and sky lights above the gents toilet. At the other end
there was an additional office added in the early 1940s. There are a large
number of sash-windows, three fairly ornate chimneys and a canopy on
both the road and station sides of the building.
I decided very early on that I would commission the design of the station
using CAD and have it laser cut from MDF. What I have received is
essentially a 3D jigsaw puzzle with photos and drawings of the prototype
to aid assembly – it is a one-off kit but minus instructions. Naïvely I was
not expecting much more than four sides, roof pieces, doors, windows and
chimneys. What I actually got was two boxes containing over 220
beautifully detailed parts to assemble. I have had the ‘jigsaw’ for two
years now and have managed to find other projects to do, so as to avoid
having to make a start. But in an unplanned surge of enthusiasm I
started building it a few days before the May running day. It has been
superbly designed.
The shell comprises interior partitions and an interior skin that fits
together using tab and slots. The brickwork on the exterior skin is
embossed onto the MDF. All the corners are beautifully mitred, the sash
windows are cut from thin card and formed in two parts enabling me to
model some windows in the open position. The interior walls include cut-
outs for the three fire places and even a hole for the ticket window in the
wall in the ticket office. The chimney pots are produced in resin on a 3D
printer.
The money spent on commissioning was well worth the investment – a
complex building that I will hopefully be able to complete in a fraction of
the time that the goods shed took.
I will continue to construct the station building at home. So, I need
something else to build on Monday nights I’m having something of a
deviation from the Marlow project. Having visited the Isle of Man last
year I am building a Branchlines brass chassis of an Isle of Man Beyer-
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Peacock locomotive, which will fit under a heavily butchered body of the
Oxford Diecast display model of No.12 Hutchinson. Unfortunately, I have
not been able to uncover any evidence of a narrow-gauge railway between
Marlow and Bourne End so will have to keep this locomotive to run on
Simon Hamlin’s layout.

Top:
Close-up of
embossed brickwork
detail on the exterior skin.
Middle: General view of progess so far.
Bottom: Interior structural skin of the
building with tabs and slots visible.
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Rebuilding the Clubhouse – 35 years ago
Progress on refurbishing the clubhouse kitchen is reported elsewhere, but
the replaced kitchen dated from the construction of the clubhouse
extension in the 1980s. Its replacement gives an excuse to look back into
the archives and see what was involved in building the extension, as
many present members will be unfamiliar with the story. All photos by
David Sexton.

The original clubhouse had been opened in 1955. At the time it consisted
of just the clubroom. Over the years various additions to the structure
were made. The first was a wooden kitchen annexe at the front of the
clubhouse on the left-hand side. This incorporated a serving hatch
allowing for the sale of refreshments to visiting members of the public.
This annexe was later extended across the full width of the original
clubhouse in order to provide space to house the air compressor. To the
right of the clubhouse is seen the original workshop which was added in
the 1970s.
During the course of 1983 consideration was given to various schemes for
improving the facilities in the clubhouse and workshop. Following that
year’s AGM, the then editor of Ashpan was able to write the following in
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Ashpan 23:
The major expenditure that we anticipate over the next few years is
on our headquarters site and buildings. As agreed at the AGM, we
are starting by renewing the steaming bays – on much the present
site – and hopefully these will be ready for next April. Following
this the plan is to build a new building parallel to the hedge which
will incorporate a covered steaming and storage area, signalbox
and workshop. This will then leave us free to develop the main
building, probably in two or three years’ time.

Thus, it will be seen that rebuilding the clubhouse was to be the final
phase of what the then chairman described as a 5-year building plan. In
fact, things did not happen in that order, as we shall see.

The original steaming bays seen here dated from the opening of the
ground level railway in 1969. As can be seen the steaming bay sidings
radiated from a turntable in the steaming bay loop. Until a short while
before this photograph was taken this loop had also served as the station
for passengers boarding and alighting. Although raised above ground
level the steaming bay roads were not particularly high and the absence
of a proper concrete base across the whole area meant that they often
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disappeared into the weeds, and any small items that were dropped in
the grass were lost for good.
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In early February 1984 work to lower the ground level began. The new
depth had to be sufficient to accommodate a proper concrete base while
also leaving us with steaming bay roads located at a reasonable height.
The absolute rail height of the steaming bays was of course fixed at the
original level as it had to match the existing railway. A small mechanical
excavator was hired to do much of the digging. Peter Pardington
monopolised control of the machine and rumour has it that he had
carefully left his wellington boots at home so that he could not undertake
any other task. (opposite top)
The site very soon resembled a miniature recreation of the Western
Front. Members observing Peter Pardington work the digger (opposite
bottom) include Tony Wood, Scotty, Derek Smith, Fred Matthews, Glen
Williams, Gordon Walford, Malcolm Parsons and Barry Fryer.

Having completed the excavations for the steaming bay, and with a large
muddy hole at the rear of the site, IDSME was then overtaken by events.
On the evening of Saturday 18th February 1984, a fire, deliberately
started, destroyed much of the canteen annexe and caused much damage
within the clubhouse (below), although the main structure remained
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sound. The arson attack followed several incidents of vandalism and
break-ins that had affected both IDSME and the Scouts during the
previous weeks.

At the time of the fire, weekly working parties on a Sunday morning
were a regular feature of IDSME. In consequence many members were
on-hand on the morning after the fire to help clear-up, despite not
knowing of the fire until they arrived. In fact, several members of the
committee had been called to the scene on the Saturday evening (one
from his wedding anniversary dinner) and they had secured the club
locomotives and other easily removed valuables.
The fire had completely destroyed the extension at the front of the
clubhouse, and everything stored there-in. The air-compressor was
damaged beyond repair, which meant that IDSME was without
compressed air for the whole of the 1984 running season, and all points
on the railway had to be changed by hand. The workshop was largely
undamaged by the fire. In contrast the fire had broken into the main
clubhouse and burnt out one end of the OO layout that ran around the
walls of the club room. The rest of the clubroom was badly affected by
smoke and water damage.
The photograph above shows the early stages of the clear-up operation on
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the Sunday morning. Everything that could be rescued from the
clubhouse is sitting on the front lawn, and part of the surviving wall of
the extension at the front has been demolished to make it safe.

In addition to the clear-up operation, work on that Sunday focussed on
making the surviving clubhouse secure. To that end the surviving
windows were hastily bricked up, and this involved removal of the
surviving part of the OO layout. Inside the clubhouse work was also
taking place to try and restore some lighting. What should have been a
morning working party turned into an all-day marathon, not finishing
until well after dark.
Clearly rebuilding the clubhouse had now become the priority over all
the other items in the ‘5-year’ building plan. Nevertheless, having
restored some sort of order to the existing clubhouse, there was an
inevitable pause while options for the future were considered. This in
turn gave an opportunity for work to continue on the steaming bay, with
the casting of the concrete base. (overleaf)
This ensured that IDSME had a usable area for steaming-up during the
coming running season. Sections of the club’s raised portable track would
stand-in for the permanent steaming bay roads.
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The plans for the rebuilding of the clubhouse called for an extension to
the front of the building which would house a kitchen, toilet and
cloakroom, and at the same time the workshop would be converted into a
dedicated model railway room, while being extended slightly to match
the main extension. The plans were submitted to the council for planning
and building control permission. While the outcome was awaited work
focussed on the existing structure. The concrete blocks seen in the above
photograph were intended to provide a second interior skin to the
clubroom, which had always suffered from a lack of insulation. Following
completion of that work, including plastering the walls work could finally
move onto redecorating the interior of the clubroom. Another major
project undertaken at this time was the
replacement of the original clubhouse roof.
One upshot of the fire was an increase in
visits by uniformed police officers. Here we
see PC Fuller interviewing a suspicious
looking character who turned out to be the
Chairman. The interview must have been
successful as PC Fuller went on to become
Chairman himself.
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Planning and
Building Control
permission for
the extension
came through
almost a year to
the day after the
fire, and work
started at once
on digging out
the foundations.
Colin Adams was
appointed Clerk
of Works and
was provided
with a throne
from which to
issue his
instructions.
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Soon all was ready to concrete the foundations. Unusually on this
occasion IDSME did not mix its own concrete. Instead it got man in.
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Plenty of IDSME members were on hand with a fleet of wheelbarrows
(above) to ferry the concrete from the pub carpark down the path to
IDSME. From left to right are Mel Fuller, Sid Monck, Peter Pardington,
Derek Smith and Tim Lovell.
Concreting is well advanced in this photograph as Tony Wood looks away
in case Barry Fryer falls off the wooden plank.
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It wasn’t long before the walls started going up. Fred Matthews, Scotty
and Derek Smith are seen here (above). The completed shell of the
extension is seen below.
While the
clubhouse was
being rebuilt work
had also continued
on the steaming bay
as and when
resources
permitted. Once
both were largely
complete, attention
could finally turn to
the construction of
the new workshop.
In the end the so
called 5-year plan
had taken nearly
ten years to
complete.
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From the Archives
2019 sees the fiftieth anniversary of the completion of the first section of
IDSME’s ground level railway. The photos on the rear cover show some
views of the railway from years gone by.
Inside Rear Cover Top:Wood Halt, the railway’s original station is
seen in 1981. Behind are the original steaming bays that radiated off a
turntable in the platform loop. Club locomotive Butch is seen on the
main line. On the extreme left near the clubhouse is seen the original
signalbox. In the foreground in the steaming bays are two 2-foot gauge
wheelsets from a Welsh slate wagon, which had been rescued from
North Wales by enthusiastic IDSME members in 1975 (see Ashpan
No. 7) with the intention of restoring it into a static exhibit for IDSME.
In practice the parts of the wagon were stored in various different
locations on the IDSME site before being returned to North Wales and
the Ffestiniog Railway in 1989.
Wood Halt would be replaced by our current station in 1982, and the
track leading from the new station can already be seen in this 1981 shot
joining the mainline just behind the train.
This photo shows just how rural this part of Ickenham once was, despite
being less than 200 yards from the centre of the village.
[Photo: David Sexton]
Inside Rear Cover Bottom: Inspection of the track prior to the May
2019 running day, demonstrated without doubt that Spring had sprung.
Parts of the track in the woods had disappeared into the weeds which
had put on a furious growth spurt since the previous running day in
April. Nevertheless, conditions were nothing like as over-grown as in the
photograph shown here. Peter Reynolds is seen driving club locomotive
Speedy sometime in the 1970s. At this time the track was still in its
original state, where the sleepers merely rested on bricks let into the
earth. Towards the end of the 1970s the track was lifted, and a proper
concrete base was installed. This helped keep the weeds and grass at
bay, at least between the rails of the track. [Photo: Malcolm Parsons]
Rear Cover: Our third photograph is much more recent than the other
two, albeit still from nearly twenty-five years ago. Geoff Parry is seen
approaching Khazi Junction while driving Steve Pennack’s B1 in June
1995. Vic Barton is occupying the ‘sentry box’ that preceded Khazi
Junction signalbox. The track has been freshly ballasted and looks
pristine. The contrast with the previous photo is striking.
[Photo: David Sexton]
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